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ANDROID LOVE

BY ROBERT A BRAVERMAN

(synopsis - Space Travelers become stranded on a Alien
planet, their Android finds tragic love before finding a way
back to their ship for all)
SCENE 1
DAY - EXTERIOR - ALIEN PLANET OMEGA 11

JANET and DOLLY beam down to the surface of OMEGA 11,
another of countless Earth like planets awaits them below
JANET:
(looks around) so where is this
scientist, I don't see any places
of habitation
DOLLY:
(closes eyes, her computer brain
scans the horizon) ... No, right
here (turns) behind that tree!
A man in late 20's walks out from behind the tree, smiles
feisty grin
JETT:
Hello, Hello, I am JETT KRAMER ...
I picked up your ship, thought I
MIGHT be having company (looks both
over) yes, Indeed (walks around
both) INDEED!
JANET:
where are the others?
JETT:
(just smiles at the two newly
arrived women)

2.
JANET:
There were four other scientists
on this planet!
JETT:
(strange) well, they vanished into
THIN AIR, yep ... gone, not a
trace!
DOLLY:
(forceful) YOU killed THEM!
JETT:
No, nothing quite as sinister as
that ... something on this planet,
dissolves matter, they, slowly
faded away, It's what we came to
study, a molecular disturbance from
a parallel dimension
JANET:
(interrupts) OK, where are the
bodies, THAT was pretty lame,
REALLY!
JETT:
Look! (points to JANET's hand, now
disappearing a bit) see!
JANET:
(looks down) OHhhhhhhh (shakes
arm, comes back visible) whew,
That's my favorite hand
DOLLY:
(turns away from others)
confessions of a desperado!
JANET:
NO (shakes hand again) to eat
with, what where you thinking
(gives dirty look to DOLLY) No, MY
boyfriends do all the heavylifting,
otherwise ... like super carpal
tunnel symptoms (grins and winks at
JETT) totally! no need (smiles
again)
JETT:
(interrupts) were you speaking
English, I didn't GET any of that
DOLLY:
JANET never gets IT either, sad
really (said superior) that's why
... (makes odd frown)

3.
JANET:
(hand now normal but still shakes)
so, how come you haven't faded away
JETT:
I was built to last (smiles
strangely)
DOLLY hears something she recognizes and turns to JETT,
looking the roughly handsome figure over
DOLLY:
You are ...
JETT:
doesn't mean I'm a bad person
(smiles)
JANET:
doesn't mean you are a person at
all ... you are a blinking android,
(sighs) all this way down for
nothing, NOTHING!
DOLLY:
(getting more interested) nothing?
(stands closer to JETT)
JANET:
ok, we will take him back to the
ship, you can share a bottle of
lubricating oil (thinks of
ramification, stops self) I mean,
ummm some crunchy screws
(improvises) ... Android roughage,
umm ... right ...
JETT:
oh, I prefer nuts, I wonder how
you taste (looks at JANET, bares
robot teeth then laughs at own
joke)
JANET:
charming (give the others smug
look) a mental robot
DOLLY:
I LIKE a nutty guy
JANET:
You would
DOLLY:
would you like to come back with
us?

4.
JETT:
well is a bit boring here (makes
ROBOT goo-goo eyes at DOLLY) I like
to be social (smiles)
JANET:
oh, another MR. Social!
DOLLY:
well, let get back (as if anxious
to start a date, pushes TELEPORTER
control, no response)
JANET:
(looking over) NO, not stuck here
(looks at hand fading again) NO!
FADE TO:
SCENE 2
JANET keeps trying the TELEPORTER while DOLLY and JETT chat
each other up
DOLLY:
(now love-struck, less interest in
beaming back to ship) So what is
your sign?
JETT:
well, ... I was assembled
completely July twentieth
DOLLY:
(thinks) oh, A Leo, we are ...
VERY compatible, now this is silly,
but WHAT is your favorite color
JETT:
well, gunmetal grey, that and
(thinks) ... chrome, that color
always calms me down
DOLLY:
oh, me too (bats eyes)
JANET:
(walks up) before you two get your
wires too HEAVILY crossed, and we
have a bunch of walking coke cans
around that need a nap, ... UM,
this is serious, If we don't get
back to ship in 4 point 1 hours, it
will fail its orbit, and I DON'T
CARE MUCH for this party!

5.
JETT:
(stand back) I think its me ...
some malfunction, stops
TELEPORTING, the only way to get
back to your ship would be to
(makes gesture of cutting throat,
DOLLY looks tearful) ... however
for the LADY here, I would forfeit
my life
JANET:
... forfeit your life, you are
just old chevy parts with a cheeky
grin!
DOLLY gives JANET a very threatening look, then turns to
JETT
DOLLY:
(soft and caring) we will find
ANOTHER way
CUT TO:
SCENE 3
JANET keeps trying the TELEPORTER, DOLLY and JETT walk away
from the landing spot
DOLLY:
I have ... never been in Love
before
JETT:
IT is not a good feeling (thinks)
It is not a bad feeling either
(they stand close)
DOLLY:
... my circuits feel funny (feels
by waist)
JETT:
It is normal, Love butterflies ...
it is the most telling sign,
besides, lack of hunger (smiles)
Both laugh at ideas of eating food
JETT:
(continues) and missing the other
...
DOLLY:
(tenderly) I miss you now and you
are standing right here! (both look
at each other tenderly)

6.
JETT:
You are a lovely person, but I
feel sometimes, .. cruel to the
humans
DOLLY:
(smiles) sometimes (both laugh
again) They are so stupid at times
JETT:
very much so, very much so (both
smile)
THEY sit together on a rock and stare into each others eyes
JANET rounds the bend
JANET:
OMG, this, is pathetic (thinks,
less anger) but, kinda cute ... our
time is running out! okay love
birds, ... ah um, Love ... bots
(thinks, gets mean again) you'll
just get rusty parts (grins)
JETT:
wait for us by the spot you beamed
down, to, be ready!
JANET:
finally ... a gentleman, well,
close, superior programming (walks
off)
JETT:
come with me over here
DOLLY and JETT walk behind a set of trees, we hear silence,
then loud destructive sounds
CUT TO:
SCENE 4
DOLLY walks back with a small mechanical component, JANET
waits looking at her watch and tapping foot impatiently,
shakes hand to keep visible, DOLLY stands close to landing
spot
DOLLY:
we can go NOW! I have ...
terminated him (says with no sign
of emotion)
JANET:
(looks around) Ok, lets go ...
what's that (points to component)

7.
DOLLY:
(speaks bravely now) He gave me
his heart
JANET:
(affected by) That was sweet, he
was a gentleman
DOLLY:
(almost tearful) he was!
JANET:
you will find another ... umm
(stops self)
DOLLY:
(resolutely) they will be no
others!
JANET:
(laughs friendly) Aww, that WHAT
we ALL say!
JANET smiles at the sad android and pushes TELEPORT button,
they vanish from planet surface, only silence remains
FADE AND
END

